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Barcelona, Spain – March 24, 2024

Krechendo Managers Ltd, a UK-based leader in natural hydrogen tokenization, announces the rapid closure of its

inaugural Hydrokken Public Offering within a mere 24 hours. This remarkable milestone coincides with

BlackRock's recent announcement of a multibillion-dollar commitment to tokenization technologies, setting a

positive precedent for the sector.

Investor Enthusiasm Validates Potential

The overwhelming investor response for Hydrokken underscores a growing trust in tokenization's potential and

natural hydrogen's critical role as a clean energy source. The swift completion of the first round is a testament to

Hydrokken's compelling proposition – democratizing funding for substantial clean and renewable energy

initiatives.

A New Chapter in Clean Energy and Financial Inclusion

"Our swift success in the initial offering is a strong affirmation of our dedication to integrating the future of

sustainable energy – natural hydrogen – with the innovative frontier of financial asset ownership through

tokenization," says Mostafa Belkhayate, CEO of Krechendo Managers.

"With natural hydrogen's clean, abundant, and storable energy potential, coupled with BlackRock's significant

tokenization investment, we're ushering in a transformative era. Hydrokken is poised to lead this charge,

catalyzing an unprecedented shift in both the energy and financial sectors."

Fueling Growth and Expansion

This inaugural Hydrokken Public Offering raised $3.2 million USD, earmarked for strategic growth and

technological advancements. These funds will be used to:

● Expand tokenization technology application to new natural hydrogen projects.

● Increase global presence by targeting key international markets.

● Forge strategic partnerships with key industry stakeholders.

Revolutionizing Clean Energy and Finance

Hydrokken's vision extends beyond the successful funding round. It aims to redefine the landscape of clean

energy investment and accessibility. By leveraging the tokenization of natural hydrogen assets, Hydrokken is not

just participating in the energy transition; it's actively creating a more inclusive and financially viable clean energy

ecosystem.



BlackRock's Backing: A Clarion Call

The backing of industry giants like BlackRock highlights the growing acknowledgment of tokenization's potential

to revolutionize investment in clean energy projects. This signifies that the future of clean energy and equitable

financial participation is becoming a reality.

Hydrokken: A Step Toward a Sustainable Future

Hydroffen's journey represents more than a financial milestone; it's a step towards a sustainable future, powered

by clean, renewable energy and grounded in innovative financial mechanisms that promise to democratize

access to green investments.

Hydrokken: Leading the Charge

With its successful token offering, Hydrokken invites the world to join this revolutionary venture, as it leads the

charge towards a greener, more sustainable tomorrow.

_________________________________________________________________________________

About Krechendo Managers Ltd

Krechendo Managers Ltd is a UK-based pioneer specializing in natural hydrogen tokenization. Utilizing

blockchain technology, Krechendo facilitates investment in clean and renewable energy sources, with a focus on

natural hydrogen. Its flagship project, Hydrokken, symbolizes the convergence of sustainability and financial

technology, offering a novel pathway for investors to contribute to the global energy transition.

Key Partners:

● Hydroma Inc.: Global Leader in natural and green hydrogen exploration and development.

● Brickken: Pioneer in blockchain technology, providing secure and transparent tokenization processes.

● Binance: Global leader in digital currency exchange, providing the robust protocol Binance Smart Chain

for trading Hydrokken tokens.

Contact: Website: www.hydrokken.com Mostafa Belkhayate, CEO belkhayate@hydrokken.com

__________________________________________________________________________________

Additional Information:

● BlackRock's $10 Trillion Tokenization Vision: The Future Of Real World Assets

● Tokenization Explained

https://hydrokken.com/hydroma-inc/
https://hydrokken.com/brickken/
https://hydrokken.com/binance/
http://www.hydrokken.com
https://www.forbes.com/sites/nataliakarayaneva/2024/03/21/blackrocks-10-trillion-tokenization-vision-the-future-of-real-world-assets/?sh=328ce00c535c
https://hydrokken.com/tokenization/

